
The love for “real ceramics” in glazed The love for “real ceramics” in glazed 
TerracoTTa for more Than 50 yearsTerracoTTa for more Than 50 years



Ceramica Senio has been a manufacturing company of Ceramica Senio has been a manufacturing company of Made in ItalyMade in Italy ceramic tiles,  ceramic tiles, 
in glazed terracotta, for more than 50 years. The tradition and craftsmanship that in glazed terracotta, for more than 50 years. The tradition and craftsmanship that 

make us different allow the make us different allow the customizationcustomization of the product, in terms of sizes,  of the product, in terms of sizes, 
shapes, colours and surface finishes.shapes, colours and surface finishes.





The glazes, the colours and the surfaces that we offer are the result of the The glazes, the colours and the surfaces that we offer are the result of the 
continuous continuous experimentationexperimentation of our laboratory. The effects on the  of our laboratory. The effects on the surfacesurface we  we 

can obtain are infinite: materic, crackle, antiqued, glossy, transparent, silk, can obtain are infinite: materic, crackle, antiqued, glossy, transparent, silk, 
metallic, mother of pearl, etc...metallic, mother of pearl, etc...



Express your creativity by designing a Express your creativity by designing a unique product unique product ! ! 
The passion for what we do and our experience are at your service.The passion for what we do and our experience are at your service.



Our challenge is being interpreters, not only of tradition but also of contemporary Our challenge is being interpreters, not only of tradition but also of contemporary 
design. We develop our collections with passion, starting from the study of design. We develop our collections with passion, starting from the study of 
raw materialsraw materials and of the  and of the colour rangecolour range, always going through new artisan , always going through new artisan 

production processesproduction processes, up to the design of settings., up to the design of settings.



LAPIS
LAPIS is a collection of glazed terracotta wall tiles, strongly characterizing 
its surrounding space. The 6 semicircles of its section give the surface a 
three-dimensional structure and create vibrations of light and shadow 
in all the room. LAPIS, available in 27 different colours and surfaces, is sized 
20 × 30 × 2 cm - 8” × 12” × 0,8” and does not need nor to be esplained, neither 
to be explained... Just imagine covering your wall with lots of coloured pencils!



SIGNS is a collection made of glazed terracotta for covering, 
characterized by a three-dimensional surface, on which there are small 

grooves that sculpt the material, giving rhythm to the coating.
The collection is made up of a single size 15 × 15 cm - 6” × 6” in six
warm and deep colours, which highlight the details, carved on the 

craquelé, lacquered, waxed or mother of pearl surface.



Bon Bon
BON BON is a collection of handcrafted ceramic wall tiles in glazed terracotta 
characterized by the original PROVENZA size 10 × 17.5 cm - 4” × 7” and the glossy 
surface, shiny like the glaze that covers candies. The mood of this collection is 
fresh and playful because of its pastel colours and the Provenza shape which 
stimulates the imagination of the designers, by its many special 
pieces and its characteristic arched edges.



SPATULA
SPATULA is a glazed terracotta tile collection, which succeeds in combining the 

contemporary “urban chic” style with the real artisan ceramics know-how.
Spatula represents the fusion of high craftsmanship with design. 

The range of colours chosen for this collection respect the material of
which it is made of and embellished with metallic, warm and natural shades.

The collection is available in several sizes: from the “industrial” 
10 × 20 cm - 4” × 8” to the more traditional 10 × 10 cm - 4” × 4”.



STICK
STICK collection is suitable for wall covering and represents a goal for the technological 
and artistic research of Ceramica Senio. The crackle glazes are applied on long porcelain 
slabs sized 20 × 120 cm - 8” × 48” with surprising aesthetic and ceramic effects. 
The surface of this big size gets 15 glossy colours with a “wet” effect and 1 opaque metal. 
The collection is enriched by smaller modular sizes, mosaics and special pieces.



All the collections are enriched with All the collections are enriched with mosaicsmosaics of different sizes, infinite colours,  of different sizes, infinite colours, 
decorations and surfaces, always made by hand, without the use of machines.decorations and surfaces, always made by hand, without the use of machines.



To embellish and refine a coating, we complete our collections with special pieces To embellish and refine a coating, we complete our collections with special pieces 
and moldings. Each and moldings. Each special piecespecial piece is initially designed and made by hand, just like a  is initially designed and made by hand, just like a 

sculpture, and only afterwards, the molds are created for pressing.sculpture, and only afterwards, the molds are created for pressing.



The special pieces can emphasize the covering, embellish it or simply finish it...The special pieces can emphasize the covering, embellish it or simply finish it...



who has made projecTs wiTh our producTs

Casa Reale

Marocco

Cupola di Beirut

Underground Hotel



office of The influencer chiara ferragni - milan - iTaly



Terminus porTo, pojana resTauranT – swiTzerland



jalan resTauranT, hong kong - china





i gigli, markeT in florence – iTaly



cenTro resTauranT, rome – iTaly

la zanzara resTauranT
 rome - iTaly



beam café, london - uk
residenTial



residenTial



casa oliva, quero (belluno) - iTaly



residenTial



residenTial



residenTial



residenTial



residenTial



meny shopping cenTer, copenhagen – denmark



Your idea as a blank canvas yet to be painted.Your idea as a blank canvas yet to be painted.
Choose the collections that represent you or enter Choose the collections that represent you or enter 

in our universe of bespoke ceramics andin our universe of bespoke ceramics and
create your custom project!create your custom project!



Ceramica Senio S.r.lCeramica Senio S.r.l
Via Tarroni, 1 Via Tarroni, 1 

48012 Bagnacavallo (RA) Italy48012 Bagnacavallo (RA) Italy
P.IVA/C.F. IT02356540399P.IVA/C.F. IT02356540399

  Phone: Phone:  +39 0545/935811  +39 0545/935811 
Email:Email:  info@seniocer.com   info@seniocer.com 
Web site:Web site:  www.seniocer.it   www.seniocer.it 

Instagram:Instagram:  @ceramica.senio  @ceramica.senio


